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Juvenile	Nonfiction		
Celtic	Gods,	Heroes,	and	Mythology,	June	Smalls	
Chinese	Gods,	Heroes,	and	Mythology,	Tammy	Gagne 
Egyptian	Gods,	Heroes,	and	Mythology,	Tammy	Gagne	
Indian	Gods,	Heroes,	and	Mythology,	Tammy	Gagne	
Japanese	Gods,	Heroes,	and	Mythology,	Tammy	Gagne	
Norse	Gods,	Heroes,	and	Mythology,	A.	W.	Buckey 
Around the globe, mythologies help us understand people and their relationship with 
the world. Some mythologies have stories that tell how the world was created. Belief 
systems also include powerful gods and goddesses as well as daring heroes and 
terrifying creatures. In Gods, Heroes, and Mythology, learn about all these stories, their 
importance in the cultures they came from, and how they continue to influence society 
today. 
 
Across	the	Rainbow	Bridge:	Stories	of	Norse	Gods	and	Humans,	Kevin	Crossley-Holland,	art	
by	Jeffrey	Alan	Love	 
In a dramatic companion volume to Norse Myths , a Carnegie Medal winner revisits an ancient world of magic, 
mythology, and mountain trolls in five gripping new tales. Step back into a sweeping landscape of green glades and 
glaciers where dwarves, frost giants, and ghosts roam and where gods and goddesses work their magic for Middle 
Earth, sometimes crossing the great rainbow bridge to come to the aid of humans.  
 
Underground	Fire:	Hope,	Sacrifice,	and	Courage	in	the	Cherry	Mine	Disaster,	Sally	M.	Walker 
It is November 13, 1909, and the coal miners of Cherry, Illinois, head to work with lunch pails in hand, just 
like any other day. By seven a.m., 484 of these men are underground, starting jobs that range from taking care 
of the mules that haul coal to operating cages that raise and lower workers and coal to chiseling out rocks and 
coal from the tunnels of the mine. With the electrical system broken, they’re guided by kerosene torches—and 
come early afternoon, a slow-moving disaster begins, barely catching the men’s attention until it’s too late. In 
what starts as an hour-by-hour account, Sally Walker tells the riveting and horrifying story of the Cherry Mine 
fire, which trapped hundreds of men underground. Alternating between rescue efforts above and the heroic 
measures of those trying to survive the poor air and entrapment below, the tragic story unfolds over eight 
excruciating days in a narrative compelled by the miners’ hope and absolute will to survive. Rich with archival 
photographs and documents, this stirring account includes sources, bibliography, an author’s note, and follow-
up information about survivors, rescuers, and families. 
	
Day	of	the	Dead,	Rachel	Grack	(Celebrating	Holidays)	
Independence	Day,	Rachel	Grack	(Celebrating	Holidays)	
Memorial	Day,	Rachel	Grack	(Celebrating	Holidays)	
Veterans	Day,	Rachel	Grack	(Celebrating	Holidays) 
Kids see popular holidays marked on the calendar, but do they know why the 
days have special status? This series offers beginning readers first looks at major 
celebrations linked to seasons, faiths, and people groups. Fun and meaningful 
traditions get prime attention, some even being featured as sidebar activities. 
	
Tree	Hole	Homes:	Daytime	Dens	and	Nighttime	Nooks,	Melissa	Stewart,	illustrated	by	
Amy	Hevron		
In this science and nature-themed picture book, nonfiction expert Melissa Stewart and illustrator 
Amy Hevron offer up an inviting peek into the secret world of tree hole dwellers. From black 
bears to tree frogs and bobcats, it's surprising just who you'll find! A main text gives general 
information about tree holes ("a treehole can be a daytime den") and a secondary text provides 
more detail. 
 
	
	



Ants	for	Kids:	A	Junior	Scientist's	Guide	to	Queens,	Drones,	and	the	Hidden	World	of	Ants,	
Beverly	Gerdeman	
Sharks	for	Kids:	A	Junior	Scientist's	Guide	to	Great	Whites,	Hammerheads,	and	Other	
Sharks	in	the	Sea,	David	McGuire	
Snakes	for	Kids:	A	Junior	Scientist's	Guide	to	Venom,	Scales,	and	Life	in	the	
Wild,	Michael	G.	Starkey	
Crawl inside the curious world of ants, meet the ocean’s apex predators, and come face to face 
with mysterious snakes with the Junior Scientists series filled with facts and photos for kids 
ages 6 to 9. 
	
Realistic	Fiction	
The	Assassin’s	Curse	(The	Blackthorn	Key	#3),	Kevin	Sands	
Christopher Rowe is back and there are more puzzles, riddles, and secrets to uncover in this third novel of the 
award-winning Blackthorn Key series. Wherever Christopher goes, adventure—and murder—follows. Even a 
chance to meet King Charles ends in a brush with an assassin. All that’s recovered from the killer is a coded 
message with an ominous sign-off: more attempts are coming. So when Christopher’s code-breaking discovers 
the attack’s true target, he and his friends are ordered to Paris to investigate a centuries-old curse on the French 
throne. And when they learn an ancient treasure is promised to any assassin who succeeds, they realize the 
entire royal family is at stake—as well as their own lives.	
	
Premeditated	Myrtle,	Elizabeth	C.	Bunce	(Myrtle	Hardcastle	Mystery	#1)	
How	to	Get	Away	with	Myrtle,	Elizabeth	C.	Bunce	(Myrtle	Hardcastle	Mystery	#2)	
Cold-Blooded	Myrtle,	Elizabeth	C.	Bunce	(Myrtle	Hardcastle	Mystery	#3)	
Cold-Blooded	Myrtle,	Elizabeth	C.	Bunce	(Myrtle	Hardcastle	Mystery	#4)	
Introducing Myrtle Hardcastle, your favorite new amateur detective: a wickedly smart twelve- 
year-old with a keen interest in criminology and a nose for murder in Victorian England. Myrtle  
has a passion for justice and a Highly Unconventional obsession with criminal science. Armed with  
her father’s law books and her mum’s microscope, Myrtle studies toxicology, keeps abreast of the  
latest developments in crime scene analysis, and Observes her neighbors in the quiet village of  
Swinburne, England. 
 
Isaiah	Dunn	Saves	the	Day,	Kelly	J.	Baptist	
Starting middle school is no joke! Isaiah Dunn has more to say in the sequel to the award-winning novel Isaiah Dunn 
Is My Hero. Friendship, community, and a love of poetry blend in this coming-of-age tale. Things are looking up for 
super kid Isaiah Dunn. He and his sister, Charlie, are getting used to staying with Miz Rita, and Mama's feeling 
better. Isaiah's poetry business with Angel is taking off. Plus, Isaiah has his dad's journals if he needs advice.... Like 
maybe now, because starting middle school is hard . His mentee Kobe won't stop making trouble. To fix things, 
Isaiah will have to rely on every hero he knows--including himself! 
	
Fantasy/Science	Fiction 
Ghostcloud,	Michael	Mann	
Kidnapped and forced to shovel coal underground, in a half-bombed power station, 12-year-old Luke Smith-Sharma 
keeps his head down and hopes he can earn his freedom from the evil Tabitha Margate. Then one day he discovers he 
can see things that others can't. Ghostly things. A ghostly girl named Alma, who can bend the shape of clouds to her 
will and rides them through the night sky. With Alma's help, Luke discovers his own innate powers and uncovers the 
terrible truth of why Tabatha is kidnapping children and forcing them to shovel coal. Desperate to escape, Luke teams 
up with Alma, his best friend Ravi, and new girl Jess. Can Luke and his friends get away before they each become 
victims to a cruel and sinister scheme?  
 
The	Secret	Lake,	Karen	Inglis	
Stella and Tom's quest to solve the riddle of their neighbour's disappearing dog over the summer holidays soon 
leads to a boat buried under a grassy mound - and a tunnel that takes them to a secret lake. Who is the boy 
rowing towards them who looks so terrified? And whose are those children's voices carried on the wind from 
beyond the woods? Stella and Tom soon discover that they have travelled back in time to their home and its 
gardens almost 100 years earlier. Here they make both friends and enemies, and soon find themselves in deeper 
trouble than they ever could have imagined? 
 



Graphic	Novels	
Scout	Is	Not	a	Band	Kid,	Jade	Armstrong	
A contemporary graphic novel about making your dream come true—and the friends you make along the way. 
When Scout learns that her favorite author is doing an exclusive autograph session at the end of the year, she's 
determined to be there! She officially needs a plan...and when she finds out that her school's band is heading to the 
same location for their annual trip, an idea takes shape. Being a band kid can't be that hard, right? As it turns out, 
learning how to play an instrument when you can't even read music is much, much, MUCH tougher than expected. 
And it's even harder for Scout when her friends aren't on board with her new hobby. Will she be able to master the 
trombone, make new band friends, and get to her favorite author's book signing? Tackling everything seems like a 
challenge for a supergenius superfriend supermusician—and she's just Scout. 
	
Mapmakers	and	the	Lost	Magic,	Cameron	Chittock	and	Amanda	Castillo		
For centuries, the Mapmakers kept peace in the Valley, but they've long since disappeared. Now the Night Coats 
hold power with an iron grip--there are only rules, punishments, and consequences. Until one night, on the run 
from the Night Coats (again), after breaking another rule (again), Alidade stumbles upon a secret door leading to a 
magical hideaway that belongs to the Mapmakers. There, she finds a map of her home and accidentally brings to 
life Blue, a magical creature called a memri who is meant to protect the Valley. Blue needs Alidade's help to find 
the Mapmakers and save the Valley from the Night Coats! But the Mapmakers are long gone. Alidade has a 
choice: leave the Valley like she's always wanted...or become a Mapmaker and save the only home she's ever 
known. This is the first book in a thrilling series of adventures where Alidade discovers the world around her as 
she goes on a fantastical journey.		
	
PAWS:	Gabby	Gets	It	Together	(#1),	Nathan	Fairbairn,	illustrations	by	Michele	
Assarasakorn	
Meet best friends Gabby Jordan, Priya Gupta, and Mindy Park. They're different in just about every way--
personalities, hobbies, family, and more--but they have a few important things in common: they're all in the same 
class, they absolutely love animals, and for reasons that are as varied as the trio themselves none of them can 
actually have any pets. Unable to resist the adorable temptation any longer, the girls decide to come up with a way 
to finally get their hands on some furry friends. And, as luck would have it, it seems like their neighborhood is in 
need of some afterschool dog-walkers. So, just like that, PAWS is born! But it turns out that running a business is 
harder than it looks, especially with three co-owners who are such different people. The girls soon argue about 
everything, from how to prioritize their commitments to the best way to keep their doggy clients happy. And when their fighting 
ultimately leads to a doggo crisis, will it tear their business and friendship apart or will they be able to get it together to save the day?	
	
Easy	Readers	and	Intermediate	Novels	
Dear	Beast,	Dori	Hillestad	Butler,	illustrated	by	Kevan	Atteberry  
Dear	Beast:	The	Pet	Parade,	Dori	Hillestad	Butler,	illustrated	by		
Kevan	Atteberry	
Dear	Beast:	Someone	Is	Missing,	Dori	Hillestad	Butler,	illustrated	
by	Kevan	Atteberry	
Dear	Beast:	Simon	Sleeps	Over,	Dori	Hillestad	Butler,	illustrated	by		
Kevan	Atteberry 
A snobby cat and a good-natured dog (with poor spelling) must share their owner, Andy. It 
helps that Simon the cat lives with Andy’s mom and Baxter the dog lives with Andy’s dad. The 
two pets exchange letters in this beginning chapter-book series as their relationship humorously evolves from bitter rivalry (at least 
from Simon’s point of view) to begrudging partnership. 	
  	
We	Love	Bubbles	(Bobo	and	Pup	Pup	#1),	Vikram	Madan,	art	by	
Nicola	Slater	
Let’s	Make	Cake	(Bobo	and	Pup	Pup	#2),	Vikram	Madan,	art	by	
Nicola	Slater 
The	Funny	Book	(Bobo	and	Pup	Pup#3),	Vikram	Madan,	art	by	
Nicola	Slater		
A hilarious new series about best friends Bobo and Pup-Pup—a monkey and a 
dog with very different personalities. This graphic chapter book series is perfect for fans of Elephant & Piggie who are ready to 
graduate to two new buddies! 



 
Picture	Books	and	Board	Books	
Gustavo	the	Shy	Ghost,	Flavia	Z.	Drago	
This winning debut picture book from Mexican artist Flavia Z. Drago about finding the courage to make 
friends is perfect for the spooky season—or anytime. Gustavo is good at doing all sorts of ghostly things: 
walking through walls, making objects fly, and glowing in the dark. And he loves almost nothing more than 
playing beautiful music on his violin. But Gustavo is shy, and some things are harder for him to do, like 
getting in a line to buy eye scream or making friends with other monsters. Whenever he tries getting close to 
them, he realizes they just can't see him. Now that the Day of the Dead is fast approaching, what can he do to 
make them notice him and to share with them something he loves?  
	
Wombat	Said	Come	In,	Carmen	Agra	Deedy,	illustrated	by	Brian	Lies	
Australian bushfires roar above Wombat’s home. He is fortunate that his burrow is deep below ground and 
he is safe. He snuggles under his crazy quilt and drinks his tea. Then, one by one, five uniquely Australian 
animals—Wallaby, Kookaburra, Platypus, Koala, and Sugar Glider—seek refuge from the fires, and 
Wombat welcomes them all. When you have the heart of a wombat, there’s always room for one more! 
 
The	Adventures	of	Robo	Kid,	Diane	deGroat	
A comic-book superhero climbs off the page and into the real world. When they get into trouble, his biggest fan 
is there to save the day. Imagine you could meet your favorite comic-book hero in the real world. What kinds of 
questions would you ask? Would you go on new and exciting adventures? While heroes might seem larger than 
life, everyone can use some help from a friend. Follow two intersecting stories set in the real world and inside a 
comic book as a real-life kid finds the courage to cope with his anxiety with the help of Robo-Kid, a comic 
superhero with his own vulnerabilities. With two distinctive art styles blending comic book and traditional 
picture book formats, Diane deGroat's The Adventures of Robo-Kid is an inspiring tale about what it takes to be 
a hero. 
	
	
	
 
 


